Violence affected my life because my next door friend got shot four times so did his friend too. It was 11:43 at night his name is Paul and he got shot in the right leg one time, two in the stomach, and one in the stomach. His friend got shot three times, two in the stomach, one in the left arm. His mother would of got shot too if she hadn’t gone inside to get something to drink. I was satisfied to hear the gunshots at first it scared me because it woke me up, but I thought it was fireworks because in the middle of the night they do that a lot. When I saw the police, ambulance, and firefighters I woke up my mom and told her “Mommy wake up I see the police and everybody outside and putting somebody in the ambulance and Gloria crying and our next door neighbor crying too.” My mom went up front and went outside and saw bullets on the ground. I felt so angry and sad because why would you shoot someone you don’t even know, it made me so mad because it’s kinda like you getting mad at someone you don’t even know and still punching him.

This violent thing happen to him because he was just outside at the wrong place and wrong time. These violent things happen in my neighborhood because they always just want to act cool so they just kill people for no reason.

My community should have done was that he shouldn’t be outside so late so no one could of got hurt everybody would be safe inside their house with their family, but they should of been asleep. I can help to stop this violent by making the mayor should ban all ciagerets and drinking from Boston so there will be no violent in Boston and no one will get hurt again in Boston. That’s why they when their is video game you have to be that age to play no matter what it is.
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